
 Facilitator
checklist

Schedule Your SeSSionS
 { Sign-up to facilitate sessions.
 { Make sure you know where your sessions are and what time you need to be there.
 { Understand whether you are responsible for bringing anything (e.g., Learning Tools, 

Resource Handouts, Surveys).

review the MaterialS
 { Make sure you have read the entire Facilitator Guide.
 { Review the facilitator tips in the Facilitator Guide.
 { Review the Facilitator Resources section on the Informed-U website.
 { Review the Resource Handout. 

Set up
 { Once you arrive at your session, check to make sure that you have all the Learning 

Tools listed in the Facilitator Guide.
 { Make sure the Map is laid out on the table, and that chairs are set up giving 

participants the best view of the Map.

open the SeSSion
 { Introduce yourself as participants join your table.
 { If there is a pre-session survey, have participants fill it out. 
 { Get started by reading directly from the Facilitator Script portion of the Facilitator 

Guide.
 { Make sure to pass out the Session Script and have the group take over reading 

Section A.

Facilitate
 { Use the Facilitator Guide to follow along with the Session Script.
 { Keep the group focused, be an active listener, and create positive energy.
 { Ask follow-up questions.
 { If a participant brings up a question, pose the question back to the group instead of 

directly responding.
 { Encourage participation but be comfortable with letting participants fill the silence.
 { Make sure the group is doing most of the talking.
 { Offer support, not expertise.
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Refer to this checklist before facilitating Informed-U learning sessions
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Manage the tiMe
 { Take note of what time you start your session.
 { Pay attention to the time check indicators throughout the guide to make sure you are 

on schedule.
 { If you are behind schedule, encourage the group to move a bit more quickly. 
 { Sometimes the discussion naturally leads to a topic that is addressed later in the 

session, so it is okay to skip over that topic later if it has already been addressed. 

wrap up
 { If there is a post-session survey, have participants fill it out.
 { Address any outstanding issues and, if needed, refer participants to the appropriate 

campus resources listed in the handout.
 { Collect and organize materials. Take note of any missing materials and let whoever is 

responsible for the Learning Tools know.

StaY connected
 { Keep in touch with other facilitators. 
 { Connect with us on social media to stay up-to-date.
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